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	Look around and you will see ways that people organize things. When you stopped at the store

	this morning, you went to the back of a line to wait for the cashier. The line organized people

	chronologically. The first person in the line was the first to be served and to leave the line.

	Eventually, you reached the front of the line and left the store with a bag containing your purchases.

	The items in the bag were in no particular order, and some of them were the same.





	Do you see a stack of books or a pile of papers on your desk? It’s easy to look at or remove

	the top item of the stack or to add a new item to the top of the stack. The items in a stack also are

	organized chronologically, with the item added most recently on top and the item added first on

	the bottom.





	At your desk, you see your to-do list. Each entry in the list has a position that might or might

	not be important to you. You may have written them either as you thought of them, in their order of

	importance, or in alphabetical order. You decide the order; the list simply provides places for your

	entries.





	Your dictionary is an alphabetical list of words and their definitions. You search for a word and

	get its definition. If your dictionary is printed, the alphabetical organization helps you to locate a

	word quickly. If your dictionary is computerized, its alphabetical organization is hidden, but it still

	speeds the search.





	Speaking of your computer, you have organized your files into folders, or directories. Each

	folder contains several other folders or files. This type of organization is hierarchical. If you drew a

	picture of it, you would get something like a family tree or a chart of a company’s internal departments.

	These data organizations are similar and are called trees.





	Finally, notice the road map that you are using to plan your weekend trip. The diagram of roads

	and towns shows you how to get from one place to another. Often, several ways are possible. One

	way might be shorter, another faster. The road map has an organization known as a graph.
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Categorical Data Analysis With Sas and Spss ApplicationsPsychology Press, 2003

	This book is primarily designed for a senior undergraduate class in Categorical Data Analysis and for majors in biomedical, biostatistics and statistics programs, but can also be used as reference text for researchers working in the area, and /or for an introductory text in a graduate course on the subject. A prerequisite of a one year...
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Market Leader Intermediate Practice FilePearson Education, 2010

	The 3rd edition Course Book includes: * All new reading texts from the Financial Times * All new case studies with opinions from successful consultants who work in the real world of business * All new listening texts reflecting the global nature of business * New 'Business Across Cultures' spreads * New Vocabulary Trainer...
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Windows 8 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Windows 8 is the most important change to the Windows operating system since
	
		Windows
	
		95. While almost everything you’ve come to love about earlier versions
	
		of Windows is still available, Windows 8 provides an infrastructure on which the
	
		next generation of PCs and apps will be built. These new PCs and...
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Enterprise Content Management with Microsoft SharePointMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Solve your content management problems efficiently with Microsoft SharePoint

	
		Meet the challenges of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) head on, using rich ECM features in SharePoint 2013. Led by two ECM experts, you’ll learn how to build a solid information architecture (IA) for managing documents,...
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Handbook of BiometricsSpringer, 2007
Biometric recognition, or simply Biometrics, is a rapidly evolving field with applications ranging from accessing one's computer to gaining entry into a country. Biometric systems rely on the use of physical or behavioral traits, such as fingerprints, face, voice and hand geometry, to establish the identity of an individual. The deployment of...
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Mastering AutoCAD Civil 3D 2011Sybex, 2010

	Civil 3D was introduced in 2004 as a trial product. Designed to give the then–Land Development desktop user a glimpse of the civil engineering software future, it was a sea change for AutoCADbased design packages. Although there was need for a dynamic design package, many seasoned Land Desktop users wondered how they’d ever make...
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